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Abstract
The forthcoming assembly of the adult Drosophila melanogaster central brain
connectome, containing over 125,000 neurons and 50 million synaptic connections,
provides a template for examining sensory processing throughout the brain. Here, we
create a leaky integrate-and-fire computational model of the entire Drosophila brain,
based on neural connectivity and neurotransmitter identity, to study circuit properties of
feeding and grooming behaviors. We show that activation of sugar-sensing or
water-sensing gustatory neurons in the computational model accurately predicts
neurons that respond to tastes and are required for feeding initiation. Computational
activation of neurons in the feeding region of the Drosophila brain predicts those that
elicit motor neuron firing, a testable hypothesis that we validate by optogenetic
activation and behavioral studies. Moreover, computational activation of different
classes of gustatory neurons makes accurate predictions of how multiple taste
modalities interact, providing circuit-level insight into aversive and appetitive taste
processing. Our computational model predicts that the sugar and water pathways form
a partially shared appetitive feeding initiation pathway, which our calcium imaging and
behavioral experiments confirm. Additionally, we applied this model to mechanosensory
circuits and found that computational activation of mechanosensory neurons predicts
activation of a small set of neurons comprising the antennal grooming circuit that do not
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overlap with gustatory circuits, and accurately describes the circuit response upon
activation of different mechanosensory subtypes. Our results demonstrate that modeling
brain circuits purely from connectivity and predicted neurotransmitter identity generates
experimentally testable hypotheses and can accurately describe complete sensorimotor
transformations.

Main
The Drosophila central brain connectome, comprising over 125,000 neurons and 50
million synaptic connections, allows brain-wide analyses of how the fly processes
sensory information (Dolan et al., 2014; Ohyama et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2018; Zheng
et al., 2018; Meinertzhagen 2018; Bates et al., 2020; Schlegel, P. et al, 2020; Scheffer,
L. K. et al., 2020; Marin et al., 2020; Dorkenwald et al., 2022; Lappalainen et al., 2023;
Winding et al., 2023; Flywire.ai; forthcoming Flywire paper, 2023). Yet despite the
comparative simplicity of the fly brain, a single neuron may be connected to hundreds of
downstream neurons, and interpreting connectivity to examine behavior is not
straightforward.

To model Drosophila sensory processing, we implement a simple leaky
integrate-and-fire model using the connection weights derived from the entire
Drosophila connectome of reconstructed Electron Microscopy (EM) neurons (Gerstner
et al., 2014; Kakaria et al., 2017; Pisokas et al., 2020; Churgin et al., 2021; Lazar et
al., 2021; Dorkenwald et al., 2022; forthcoming Flywire paper, 2023), as well as
neurotransmitter predictions for each neuron (Buhmann et al., 2019; Heinrich et al.,
2018; Eckstein et al., 2020). In this model, spiking of a neuron alters the membrane
potential of downstream neurons in proportion to the connectivity from the upstream
neuron (Gerstner et al., 2014; Lazar et al., 2021; Figure 1A and Methods); if a
downstream neuron’s membrane potential reaches the firing threshold, that neuron, in
turn, fires. We implemented this model in the spiking neural network simulator Brian2
(Stimberg, Brette, and Goodman, 2019). The baseline firing of each neuron in our
model is 0 Hz. By driving activity in a sparse set of neurons, one can predict changes in
downstream firing as a result of this activation. Alternatively, one can activate a set of
neurons, while also selectively silencing particular neurons, and predict how this
silencing alters circuit activity.

We examined the ability of this model to predict circuit activity in two systems:
feeding initiation and antennal grooming. We began by examining the Drosophila
feeding initiation circuit because it has well-defined taste sensory inputs and motor
outputs that are contained in the central brain connectome, allowing for a complete
analysis of the circuit. In addition, extensive experimental analysis has identified a core
network driving this behavior, providing a ground truth for computational studies
(Dahanukar et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2004; Dahanukar et al., 2007;
Gordon and Scott, 2009; Cameron et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010; Marella, Mann, and
Scott, 2012; Inagaki et al., 2012; Flood et al., 2013; Mann, Gordon, and Scott, 2013;
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Chu et al., 2014; Inagaki et al., 2015; French et al., 2015; Harris et al., 2015; Miyazaki et
al., 2015; Jaeger et al., 2018; Devineni et al., 2019; McKellar et al., 2020; Engert et al.,
2022; Shiu, Sterne, et al., 2022). We then assessed the performance of the model in
another well-defined circuit, the antennal grooming circuit, as an independent evaluation
of the model (Seeds et al., 2014; Hampel et al., 2015; Hampel et al., 2017; Hampel et
al., 2020; Zhang, Guo and Simpson, 2020). In both circuits, we tested specific
predictions that the computational model generated using cell type specific genetic
tools, optogenetics, and functional imaging. We find that the model makes predictions
consistent with our empirical observations, such as identification of neurons required for
behavioral output. Thus, our computational model reduces the vast complexity of the
connectome into simple, intuitive circuits.

In Drosophila feeding initiation, detection of appetitive substances in hungry flies
results in proboscis extension and consumption (Scott, 2018). Gustatory receptor
neurons (GRNs) on the body surface of the fly, including the labellum (the tip of the
proboscis) or the legs, directly respond to tastants and project to the primary taste
center of the insect brain, the subesophageal zone (SEZ) (Stocker and Schorderet,
1987; Stocker, 1994; Thorne et al., 2004; Miyazaki and Ito, 2010; Hartenstein et al.,
2018; Scott, 2018; Engert et al., 2020; Montell, 2021). GRNs respond to specific taste
categories, such as appetitive sugar or aversive bitter compounds, resulting in
acceptance (i.e., proboscis extension and feeding) or avoidance, respectively (Stocker,
1994; Dahanukar et al., 2001; Dahanukar et al., 2007; French et al., 2015; Montell,
2021; Scott, 2018). We focused on four GRN categories: sugar, water, bitter and
putative “low salt” neurons, labeled by Ir94e, to examine the neural circuits that
influence feeding in response to taste detection (Jaeger et al., 2018; Scott, 2018;
Montell, 2021). These GRNs have been previously identified and classified in the EM
brain volume (Engert et al., 2020); we verify and expand on this classification by
clustering based on connectivity and comparing this clustering to response properties of
second-order neurons (Supplemental Figure 1A-C and Methods).

When a fly encounters sugar, activation of appetitive GRNs results in activation
of proboscis motor neurons, leading to proboscis extension and consumption (Figure
1B). In particular, we focused on motor neuron 9 (MN9), which causes extension of the
largest portion of the proboscis, the rostrum, when activated (Gordon and Scott, 2009;
McKellar et al., 2020). We find that computational activation of labellar sugar-sensing
GRNs results in MN9 activation (Figure 1C and Supplemental Figure 1D). Remarkably,
unilateral sugar GRN activation more strongly activates the contralateral MN9 compared
to the ipsilateral MN9 when either the right (Figure 1C) or the left (Supplemental Figure
1D) hemisphere GRNs are activated. This would be expected to lead to greater
extension on contralateral side of the proboscis with the proboscis curving towards the
ipsilateral side, consistent with behavioral experiments showing that unilateral taste
detection on the legs promotes proboscis extension that is curved and directed toward
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the food source (Yetman and Pollack, 1987; Schwarz et al., 2017). Thus, we show that
in silico sensory activation produces activity of motor neurons consistent with the
behavior of the fly taste sensorimotor circuit.

We next examined whether computational activation studies would enable us to
identify a comprehensive feeding initiation network that included known feeding initiation
neurons. We first examined the neural network activated upon unilateral sugar GRN
activation. We note that given the variety of assumptions the model relies upon,
absolute firing rate predictions are unlikely to be accurate; therefore, we examined
network activity upon sugar GRN activation ranging from 10 to 200 Hz (Figure 1D). We
find that increasing sugar GRN firing rate not only increases activity of MN9, but also
proboscis motor neuron 6 (MN6), which extends the proboscis labella for consumption
(McKellar et al., 2020). Of the 127,400 neurons modeled, we found that 45 are
predicted to respond to 10 Hz sugar GRN activation, and 455 to 200 Hz (Supplemental
Table 1). Activated neurons are defined as neurons that have greater than 0 Hz firing.
Thus, the computational model predicts a large network activated by sugar taste
detection that includes known sugar-responsive motor neurons.

Sugar taste detection influences activity in nutritive state circuits, memory
centers, and modulates a broad range of behaviors, including feeding, oviposition, and
foraging (Dethier, 1977; Yang et al., 2008; Scott, 2018; Corfas et al., 2019; Montell,
2021). To evaluate the subset of predicted sugar-responsive neurons that influence
feeding initiation, we performed two additional in silico experiments. First, as a strategy
to identify neurons that drive feeding initiation, we computationally stimulated each of
the top responding neurons in the network to identify those that drive activity in MN9
(Figure 1E). Second, to identify neurons required for feeding initiation to sugars, we
computationally activated sugar GRNs, silenced each of the top 200 sugar-responsive
neurons one at a time, and measured the change in predicted MN9 firing (Figure 1F-G).
Neurons that our model predicts to be required for feeding initiation will have decreased
MN9 firing when silenced. We defined neurons predicted to cause a silencing
phenotype as any neuron whose silencing causes MN9 firing to be 80% or lower
compared to control MN9 firing, at any of the 8 sugar activation frequencies tested
(Figure 1F). These analyses identified 47 neurons predicted to be sugar-responsive,
and sufficient for feeding initiation. Of these 47, 14 neurons are also predicted to be
required for MN9 activity (Figure 1H).

We next evaluated whether the predicted neurons for feeding initiation include
neurons experimentally shown to participate in feeding initiation behavior. Previous
experimental studies of the feeding initiation circuit characterized 10 neural classes that
respond to sugar, and are sufficient for proboscis extension (Shiu, Sterne, et al., 2022).
Our computational model correctly predicts that all 10 cell types respond to sugar
(Supplemental Table 2). Of these 10 neurons, 8 are correctly predicted to be sufficient
to activate MN9 (Supplemental Table 2; Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). We previously found
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Figure 1. The computational model accurately predicts neurons that respond to sugar stimulation and neurons required 
for proboscis extension to sugar. A. Schematic of the leaky integrate-and-fire model. Activation of the grey neuron at the times 
indicated by the arrows results in depolarization of the green and purple neurons in proportion to their connectivity from the grey 
neuron. When the membrane potential of the green neuron reaches the firing threshold, this neuron fires, and its membrane 
potential is reset to the resting potential. B. Schematic of the proboscis extension response: presentation of sugar results in exten-
sion of the proboscis. C. Predicted MN9 firing rate of either the ipsilateral or contralateral MN9 in response to unilateral right-hemi-
sphere sugar GRN activation. D. Heatmap depicting the predicted firing rates in response to unilateral 10 to 200 Hz sugar GRN 
firing. The y-axis is ordered by firing rate at 200 Hz sugar activation, and depicts the top 200 most active neurons. E. Heatmap 
depicting the predicted MN9 firing rate when the top 200 responsive neurons are activated at 25-200 Hz. F. Heatmap depicting the 
change in the contralateral MN9 firing rate in response to activation of sugar GRNs at the specified firing rate, while individually 
silencing each of the top 200 responsive neurons. For E and F, the y-axis is ordered as in D. G. Histogram of the non-GRNs in F at 
50 Hz. H. Venn diagram depicting the intersection between neurons predicted to activate MN9 and neurons predicted to cause a 
20% decrease in MN9 firing when silenced.
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second-order neurons in starved flies is plotted (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). B. Hierarchical clustering of “zero-order” gustatory 
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unilateral left-hemisphere sugar GRN activation. Mean +/- Standard deviation, Mann-Whitney U-test, *** p<.001.
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that 5 of the 10 are required for sugar feeding initiation (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022 and
Supplemental Table 2). 3 of these 5 are predicted by our computational model to cause
a greater than 20% decrease in MN9 firing, while one of the others is predicted to cause
a statistically significant decrease in MN9 firing, but less than 20%, when silenced.
Although the model predictions generally match previous experimental results, there are
some deviations. For example, two taste-responsive neurons, Usnea and Phantom, are
not predicted to activate MN9 (Figure 1D and Supplemental Table 2), however,
optogenetic activation of these neurons causes proboscis extension (Shiu, Sterne et al.,
2022). These two cell types are predicted to be inhibitory. We note that because the
basal firing rate of all neurons in the model is 0, activation of inhibitory neurons in the
model, in the absence of other input, cannot alter the firing of downstream neurons.
Alternatively, incorrect neurotransmitter predictions (e.g., the neurons are peptidergic or
excitatory) or other assumptions of the model may explain discrepancies. Despite these
limitations, overall, this analysis demonstrates that this computational approach
correctly identifies known neurons in a sensorimotor circuit and suggests additional
neurons likely to contribute to this behavior (Supplemental Table 1).

As an independent assessment of whether the computational model accurately
predicts neurons that elicit MN9 activity, the output of our sensorimotor circuit, we
compared behavioral phenotypes upon optogenetic activation of single cell types with
their corresponding computational activation phenotypes. To do this in a non-biased
way, we performed a screen where we optogenetically activated split-GAL4 lines and
monitored the activity of MN9. The SEZ split-Gal4 collection labels 138 cell types, or an
estimated third of all neurons in the SEZ, a feeding region of the brain (Sterne et al.,
2020). From the SEZ split-GAL4 collection, we identified 106 cell types in the Flywire
volume. We compared the predicted in silico MN9 activation phenotypes of these
neurons with the actual optogenetic activation MN9 phenotypes we observed. When we
activate each cell type at 50 Hz, 11 are predicted to activate MN9; remarkably, 10 of 11
of these cell types actually do elicit MN9 activity when optogenetically activated (Figure
2A-B, and Supplemental Table 3). Furthermore, of the 95 predicted not to elicit
proboscis extension due to 50 Hz activation, just 4 have non-zero MN9 extension. Thus,
the computational model can predict the activation phenotypes of a non-biased sample
of cell types at greater than 90% accuracy.

The accuracy of the model suggests that it provides a powerful platform to query
the taste-induced activity of neurons in the brain to discover how different taste
modalities are processed to influence feeding initiation. We first tested if the model can
predict the response to co-activation of both an attractive sugar stimulus and an
aversive bitter stimulus. Bitter detection inhibits proboscis extension motor activity
(Meunier et al., 2003). Indeed, the addition of bitter GRN activity to sugar GRN
activation in our model resulted in an inhibition of MN6 and MN9 (Figure 3A and
Supplemental Table 4). We previously found, using calcium imaging, that bitter GRN
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activation inhibits the sugar pathway at the level of premotor neurons (Shiu, Sterne et
al., 2022), consistent with the predictions of the computational model (Supplemental
Table 4).

We next examined the predicted circuit activity caused by GRNs labeled by the
ionotropic receptor Ir94e; these neurons have previously been identified in the EM
volume (Engert et al., 2020). Ir94e neurons respond to low salt concentrations, among
other substances, and are hypothesized to play a role in mediating attraction to low salt
(Jaeger et al., 2018). However, the role they play in proboscis extension has not been
described. Remarkably, the computational model predicted that activation of Ir94e
GRNs, rather than promoting MN9 firing, inhibit MN9 firing (Figure 3B). Therefore, we
tested if optogenetic activation of Ir94e GRNs is sufficient to inhibit proboscis extension,
similar to bitter activation. Indeed, we found that optogenetic activation of Ir94e GRNs or
bitter GRNs was sufficient to inhibit the proboscis extension to 50 mM sucrose, as our
modeling predicted (Figure 3C-D). Interestingly, we noted a quantitative difference
between the model’s predictions for bitter versus Ir94e activation. Strong bitter
activation is predicted to eliminate MN9 firing to strong sugar stimulation, but strong
activation of Ir94e neurons is not predicted to do so (see top right portion of 3A-B). We
therefore tested the proboscis extension responses to 1M sucrose while optogenetically
activating bitter or Ir94e GRNs. Optogenetic bitter activation eliminated consumption of
1M sucrose (Figure 3C), but Ir94e activation did not (Figure 3D). Thus, we conclude that
Ir94e GRN activity inhibits proboscis extension, but fails to fully inhibit proboscis
extension to strong sugar stimuli, verifying the semi-quantitative predictions of the
model and identifying a new aversive taste modality.

Finally, we sought to predict how water taste detection influences feeding
initiation. Detection of both sugar and water promote consumption in hungry and thirsty
flies, respectively, but the degree to which sugar GRNs and water GRNs activate
pathways that are distinct or shared is unknown. We found that activation of water
GRNs in our model activates many neurons that are also activated by sugar stimulation.
(Figure 4A; Supplemental Tables 1 and 6). In particular, comparing neurons activated by
sugar GRNs to those activated by water GRNs, at a stimulation frequency where each
pathway activates MN9 at 40 Hz, predicted that the sugar pathway activates 377
neurons, while the water pathway activates 391 neurons. Of these, more than half
(250), are shared between the two circuits (Supplemental Figure 2A; Supplemental
Table 4). We also examined bitter responsive neurons and Ir94e responsive neurons at
the minimal activation sufficient to reduce 40 Hz MN9 firing to 1 Hz. Only 2 neurons
were common between sugar and bitter activation, and 30 between sugar and Ir94e
activation, demonstrating segregation of neurons activated by aversive and appetitive
taste (Supplemental Figure 2A). This prediction is consistent with our previous calcium
imaging experiments demonstrating that, across 9 sugar-responsive cell types, 0
respond to a mixture of bitter compounds (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). In contrast, our
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model predicts central neurons that respond to both sugar and water taste activation, as
well as sugar-specific and water-specific neurons, consistent with brain-wide calcium
imaging studies (Harris, 2015; Münch et al., 2022).

To identify interneurons that compose the water feeding initiation circuit, we used
the computational model to analyze the water-responsive neurons that influence MN9
activity. We stimulated the top 200 neurons that are predicted to respond to water, and
identified the subset that computationally activates MN9, in order to identify
water-responsive interneurons that elicit proboscis extension (Figure 4B). Next, we also
computationally activated water-sensing GRNs, silenced each water-responsive neuron,
and monitored the change in MN9 activity (Figure 4C; Supplemental Figure 2B-C).
Using our computational model, we identified 39 water-responsive neurons that are also
sufficient for MN9 activation. Of these 39 water-responsive neurons, 30 are also
predicted to be activated by sugar GRNs (Supplemental Figure 2B). Furthermore, we
identify 9 neurons predicted to be both necessary and sufficient for water feeding
initiation (Supplemental Figure 2C). As with sugar, we defined a neuron predicted to be
required for water feeding initiation as any neuron that, when silenced, caused MN9
firing to be less than 80% of that of the unsilenced control, at any of the seven
frequencies tested.

To experimentally test these predictions, we performed calcium imaging on two
neurons predicted to respond to water, Fudog and Zorro. We found that both neurons
indeed responded to water (Supplemental Figure 1C and Supplemental Figure 3A).
Additionally, we examined six neurons predicted to have water silencing phenotypes.
Five of these, when silenced optogenetically, indeed significantly decreased proboscis
extension to water, while a sixth, G2N-1, did not (Figure 4D; Supplemental Figure
3B-C). We also examined 5 neurons that respond to computational water activation, but
are not predicted to cause a water silencing phenotype. 4 of these 5 neurons did not
have a water silencing phenotype, as predicted, although one, Usnea, did significantly
decrease proboscis extension when silenced with GtACR1 (Figure 4D).

Our computational model predicts that the water and sugar pathways share a
common set of neurons (Supplemental Figure 2A). Do these shared neurons contribute
to feeding initiation? Our calcium imaging experiments (Supplemental Figures 1C and
3A) combined with previous experiments (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022) confirm that 5
neurons predicted to respond to sugar and water do respond to both sugar and water in
vivo: Clavicle, Fudog, Phantom, Rattle and Zorro. Moreover, 4 of these neurons had
previously been shown to be sufficient for proboscis extension, 3 of which are also
required for sugar feeding initiation (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). All 3 are among the
neurons we found to be experimentally required for feeding initiation to water, as
predicted (Figure 4D). Furthermore, the two other cell types we experimentally found to
be required for water, Bract and Roundup, are also predicted to respond to both water
and sugar (Figure 4D), and have been found to respond to sugar (Shiu, Sterne et al.,
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2022). However, previous calcium imaging studies did not identify water responses in
these two cell types (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). This discrepancy may reflect the greater
sensitivity of the behavioral silencing experiments compared to calcium imaging
experiments of water responses, which are challenging due to the need to bathe the
brain in artificial hemolymph, which necessarily alters the thirst state of the fly (Jourjine
et al., 2016; Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022). Finally, an additional cell type, Usnea, had been
shown to respond to water, but not sugar (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022); our model correctly
predicts Usnea responds to water, but incorrectly predicts that it will also respond to
sugar. Usnea has previously been shown to be required for feeding initiation to sugar.
We find that it is also required for proboscis extension to water (Figure 4D). Usnea
synapses directly onto both sugar and water GRNs (Supplemental Figure 1B), and may
tune the response of these neurons. Thus, we identify a set of neurons involved in the
processing of both sugar and water.

We therefore next examined the relationship between the water pathway and the
sugar pathway by computationally activating both sugar and water GRNs
simultaneously and examining the effect on MN9. Our computational modeling predicts
that activation of water and sugar GRNs work synergistically to promote MN9 firing
(Figure 4F). For example, neither 40 Hz water nor 40 Hz sugar GRN firing is predicted
to elicit appreciable MN9 firing, but simultaneous activation of both sugar and water
GRNs at 40 Hz is predicted to elicit robust MN9 activity (Figure 4F). If sugar and water
do act synergistically, then both sugar GRNs and water GRNs may be involved in water
consumption. Only water GRNs have been implicated in proboscis extension to water;
we asked if sugar GRNs might also be required. Indeed, optogenetic silencing of sugar
GRNs reduced the fraction of flies that elicited proboscis extension to water (Figure 4F).
In total, our computational modeling, optogenetic behavior experiments, and functional
imaging indicate that the water and sugar pathways share, at least in part, common
components to form an appetitive consumption pathway.

To test the general applicability of the computational model to study sensorimotor
processing, we sought to determine if it could predict circuit properties in another
system. To do this, we focused on the well-studied antennal grooming circuit (Seeds et
al., 2014; Hampel et al., 2015; Hampel et al., 2020). In this system, activation of a set of
mechanosensory neurons in the Johnston’s organ, a chordotonal organ in the
antennae, elicits grooming of the antennae (Kamikouchi et al., 2006, Hampel et al.,
2015, Figure 5A). These mechanosensory neurons, abbreviated JONs, synapse onto
two interneuron types, named antennal grooming brain interneurons 1 and 2 (aBN1 and
aBN2), which in turn synapse onto two descending neurons, aDN1 and aDN2 (Hampel
et al., 2015). There is a single aBN1 per hemisphere, while there are multiple aBN2
neurons per hemisphere. Each of these cell types – aBN1, aBN2, aDN1 and aDN2 –
are sufficient for antennal grooming, while aBN1 and aBN2 are each at least partially
required for antennal grooming (Hampel et al., 2015).
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We first sought to test if the computational model could identify the previously
described neurons in the circuit. We activated a set of 147 previously identified JONs of
the JO-C, JO-E, JO-F, and JO-m subclasses (Hampel et al., 2020). Indeed, the model
identified that aBN1, aBN2, aDN1 and aDN2 respond to JON activation (Figure 5B and
Supplemental Table 5). To determine which of these JON-responsive neurons might
drive antennal grooming, we computationally activated these neurons and asked if they
could elicit activity in either of the two descending neurons that evoke antennal
grooming, aDN1 or aDN2 (Figure 5C and Supplemental Figure 4A). Next, we asked,
among the top neurons predicted to respond to JON activation, which are required for
activation of aDN1 or aDN2 (Figure 5D and Supplemental Figure 4B). Remarkably, only
four neurons, beyond aDN1 itself, were identified that could elicit aDN1 activity: aBN1,
aDN2, and two other neurons that elicited less than 2 Hz aDN1 activity (Figure 5C and
Supplemental Table 7). Moreover, only three neurons, besides aDN1 itself, were
identified that reduced aDN1 activity by more than 20% at 140 Hz JON activation:
aBN1; a descending member of the BN2 class; and aDN2 (Figure 5D-F). Thus, the
computational model identifies members of each of the previously identified critical
nodes of the antennal grooming circuit, and no additional neurons, purely from
knowledge of the sensory inputs and descending outputs.

We next tested how different JON subpopulations influence antennal grooming.
JONs send their projections to the antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC)
in the ventral brain. JO-C and JO-E neurons respond to antennal vibrations and project
medially into the AMMC, while JO-F neurons project into a distinct region (Hampel et
al., 2020). Optogenetic activation of both JO-CE and JO-F neurons is sufficient to
trigger antennal grooming, but it is not known if these two populations generate distinct
patterns of downstream firing. Both JO-CE and JO-F neurons synapse onto aBN1 (103
and 78 synapses, respectively; Figure 5G), raising the possibility that they elicit
grooming by activating aBN1.

Interestingly, our computational model predicts that while JO-CE neurons will
elicit robust aBN1 activity, JO-F neurons will not, despite synapsing directly onto aBN1
(Figure 5G). To test this prediction, we optogenetically activated each population of
JONs and performed calcium imaging in aBN1. Consistent with the model’s prediction,
JO-CE robustly activated aBN1, but JO-F neurons did not (Figure 5H). Why do JO-F
neurons fail to robustly activate aBN1? We identified three putative inhibitory neurons
that are directly postsynaptic to JO-F neurons and synapse directly onto aBN1.
Computational silencing of these three neurons permits JO-F neurons to activate aBN1,
but this remains to be tested empirically (Supplemental Figure 4C-D).

Our analysis of the antennal grooming circuit demonstrates that our
computational model can provide insights into complex circuits, purely from knowledge
of sensory input and descending output. Although a naive perspective might suggest
that JO-CE and JO-F neurons might activate aBN1 roughly equally because they have
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approximately similar connectivity onto aBN1, our model accurately predicts aBN1 will
robustly respond to JO-CE, but not JO-F activation. In total, we demonstrate that
modeling brain circuits purely from connectivity and neurotransmitter identity is sufficient
to reliably describe, at least at a coarse level, entire sensorimotor transformations.

In conclusion, we report a computational model, based on the connectivity and
neurotransmitter predictions of the entire fly connectome that can predict circuit neural
activity, the neurons required for activation of output neurons, and the integration of
multiple sensory modalities. We use the model to create predictions of the complete
sugar, water, bitter and Ir94e pathways and validate many of these predictions
experimentally. We show that the Ir94e neurons, previously hypothesized to be
attractive, instead inhibit proboscis extension. Our modeling suggests that sugar, bitter
and Ir94e GRNs activate generally distinct populations of neurons. In contrast, sugar
and water GRNs activate many of the same central neurons as well as sugar-specific
and water-specific neurons. These studies suggest segregated processing of aversive
and appetitive tastes, as well as shared and segregated processing for appetitive
tastes. In addition, we recapitulate the antennal grooming circuit purely from sensory
input and descending output, and identify a subpopulation of JONs that, despite strong
connectivity onto aBN1, fail to activate it. These studies demonstrate the power of
computational modeling to elucidate sensory processing features in complex networks.

Our analysis of the taste and antennal grooming circuits shows we can model
local sensorimotor transformations in the taste and antennal grooming circuits. The
computational model, implemented in the widely used Brian2 library (Stimberg, Brette,
and Goodman, 2019), allows for perturbations that are easily interpreted, helping to
reduce the vast complexity of the connectome into intuitive testable predictions. We
believe our computational model will be a useful tool for the study of sensorimotor
transformations and the exploration of interactions between overlapping neural
pathways (e.g. sweet-bitter, sweet-water, etc). One exciting possibility is modeling
interactions between circuits that have generally previously been studied in isolation.

A strength of computational modeling in general is that it is explicit about its
assumptions and limitations. In this simple leaky integrate-and-fire model, we treat each
neuron identically as a spiking neuron, ignore neural morphology, as well as different
neurotransmitter receptor dynamics (Gerstner et al. 2014). Furthermore, the model does
not account for the possibility of gap junctions, non-spiking neurons, internal state, or
long-range neuropeptides, and assumes that the basal firing of each neuron is 0
(Dermietzel, and Spray, 1993; Rozental, Giaume, and Spray, 2000; Bargmann, 2012,
Marder, 2012; Nusbaum, 2017; Nässel and Zandawala, 2019; Flavell, 2022). In
addition, the model’s accuracy is limited by the underlying synapse and
neurotransmitter prediction accuracy (Buhmann et al., 2019; Heinrich et al., 2018;
Eckstein et al., 2020). Moreover, studies of the connectomes of C. elegans and the
crustacean stomatogastric ganglion demonstrate that connectivity knowledge
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constrains, but does not dictate, a particular circuit mechanism (Marder, and Bucher,
2007; Bargmann, and Marder, 2013; Scheffer and Meinertzhagen 2021). Despite these
limitations, the model performs remarkably well for the demonstrated use cases. Across
164 predictions we were able to test empirically, 91% of predictions were consistent with
our empirical results (Supplemental Table 9). Excluding our optogenetic split-GAL4
experiments (Figure 2), in which the vast majority of cell types did not elicit MN9
activation, the model’s accuracy is 84% (Supplemental Table 9). Further refinements of
our computational model, for example, more complete neurotransmitter or receptor
information, or more sophisticated treatment of the morphology of each neuron, may
improve the accuracy of future models. We show here that, in the intermediate
complexity of the entire Drosophila brain, a simple computational model can reliably
describe entire sensorimotor transformations from sensory input to descending or motor
output.
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Methods
Computational Model

We implement a leaky integrate-and-fire model as previously described (Lazar et al.,
2021; Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017; Churgin et al., 2021) with α-synapse dynamics,
using the following two differential equations and parameters:

dv/dt = (g – (v – V_resting)) / T_mbr
dg/dt = -g / Tau

V_resting = -52 * mV Resting potential, from Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017.
V_reset = -52 * mV Reset potential after spike, Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017.
V_threshold = -45 * mV Threshold for spiking, Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017.
R_mbr = 10. * Mohm Membrane resistance, Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017.
T_refractory = 2.2 * ms Refractory period, Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017; Lazar et al.,
2021
C_mbr = .002 * uF Membrane capacitance, Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017.
T_mbr = c_mbr * r_mbr Definition of membrane time scale in a resistor–capacitor
(RC) circuit
Tau = 5 * ms Synapse decay time scale, Jürgensen et al., 2021.
T_dly = 1.8 * ms Time delay from spike to change in membrane potential,
from Paul et al., 2015

W_syn = .275 * mV Free parameter; synaptic weight, ie., how much each
synapse influences downstream membrane potential

In this model, v, the membrane potential of the neuron, decays back to V_resting, the
resting potential, absent any stimulus. If an upstream neuron fires, the membrane
potential changes in proportion to the connectivity. If the upstream neuron is excitatory,
the neuron depolarizes; if inhibitory, the neuron hyperpolarizes.

All parameters are taken from previous Drosophila modeling or electrophysiology efforts
(Paul et al. 2015; Lazar et al., 2021; Kakaria and de Bivort, 2017; Churgin et al., 2021;
Jürgensen et al., 2021), from the synaptic weights from the Flywire connectome
(Dorkenwald et al., 2022; Buhmann et al., 2021;), or from the neurotransmitter
predictions (Eckstein et al., 2020), except for W_syn, the single free parameter of the
model, which corresponds to how much the downstream membrane potential changes
as a result of a single excitatory or inhibitory synapse. We chose W_syn such that
activation of sugar GRNs at 100 Hz resulted in roughly 80% of maximal MN9 firing
(Dahanukar, et al., 2007 and Inagaki et al., 2012).

The connection weight, w, of any set of two neurons is the synaptic connectivity weight
from the Flywire connectivity multiplied by either 1, if the upstream neuron is excitatory
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or -1, if the upstream neuron is inhibitory, multiplied by W_syn. We used α-synapse
modeling as performed previously (Lazar et al., 2021; Stimberg, et al., 2019;
https://brian2.readthedocs.io/en/stable/user/converting_from_integrated_form.html),
upon firing of the upstream neuron, the neuron specific value, g, becomes g + w. g,
upon initialization of the network, or firing of the neuron, starts at 0 mV. Because the
membrane potential dynamics are defined by:

dv/dt = (g – (v – v_resting)) / T_mbr
a change in g changes the potential that the neuron will now decay toward.

Furthermore, g exponentially decays with the timescale of tau:
dg/dt = -g / Tau

Therefore, after an initial change in membrane potential, once g decays back towards 0,
the membrane potential again decays back to the resting potential. Upon firing, a
neuron’s membrane potential is reset to the resting potential, and cannot change for the
duration of the refractory time period.

We stimulated particular neurons with Poisson distributed input. The neural model is
implemented in Brian2 (Stimberg, Brette, and Goodman, 2019), and 30 simulations of
1000 ms for each experiment were performed. All 127,400 proofread neurons from
Flywire materialization version 630 are included in the model. The model will be
released to a public Github repository upon release of the forthcoming Flywire
connectome preprint.

Neurotransmitter predictions
Neurotransmitter predictions are from Eckstein et al., 2020. In this dataset, the
neurotransmitter predictions are predicted for each synapse. We assume GABAergic
and glutamatergic neurons are inhibitory (Liu et al., 2013), and that each neuron is
either exclusively inhibitory or excitatory. As in Baker et al., 2022, we used a cleft score
cutoff of 50, and identified the highest neurotransmitter prediction for each presynaptic
site, and if greater than half of all the presynaptic sites across the entire neuron, are
predicted to be inhibitory (GABA or Glut), we assigned this neuron as inhibitory.

Computational modeling limitations
We model neurons as either excitatory or inhibitory spiking neurons, which generally
models GABAergic and cholinergic neurons reasonably well, but other neurons (e.g.,
dopaminergic or serotonergic) will be modeled less well. We assume each neuron is
either exclusively inhibitory or excitatory. We ignore neural morphology and receptor
dynamics. The underlying synapses or neurotransmitter predictions may not be fully
accurate. Gap junctions cannot be identified in the EM dataset, so we ignore their
possibility. We do not account for neuropeptides or neuromodulation. Furthermore, we
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assume a basal firing rate of 0 Hz. An important consequence of this assumption is that
inhibitory connections to an inactive neuron have no effect. Because of these
assumptions, the absolute firing rates of the model are unlikely to be accurate. Rather,
we prefer to interpret changes in firing (e.g., increasing bitter stimulation results in
decreasing MN9 firing).

Computational modeling of water and sugar GRN activity
GRNs were activated at particular frequencies using Poisson distributed input to
generate 10-200 Hz firing (sugar) or 20-260 Hz firing (water). Because GRN
reconstructions on the right hemisphere are more complete (Engert et al., 2022;), likely
due to challenges imaging and reconstructing neurons at the brain’s periphery, we
performed unilateral right hemisphere activation for all simulations, except for
Supplemental Figure 1D. The firing times of all neurons that fired in any of 30
simulations was recorded, then this data was converted into average firing per second.
The top 200 firing neurons were then activated at 25-200 Hz, and the firing of all
neurons was recorded. We plot the left hemisphere MN9 firing rate. For computational
silencing, water or sugar GRNs were activated, and each of the top 200 firing neurons
was silenced by eliminating all output of that neuron. The change in left hemisphere
MN9 was plotted.

Classification of GRNs

Bitter and Ir94e GRNs were previously identified by their distinctive morphology (Engert
et al., 2022). Water and sugar GRNs were previously identified by morphology; to
confirm these assignments and to incorporate new GRNs identified in Flywire, we
performed hierarchical clustering using the connectivity of GRNs onto second-order
neurons, using cosine distance as a measure of similarity (Li et al., 2020). This
identified three broad clusters of GRNs (Supplemental Figure 1A). We compared this
clustering with the response properties of second-order neurons in starved flies, the
nutritional state for which we have the most complete data (Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022).
Cluster 2 GRNs synapse onto, among others, G2N-1 and FMIN, which respond
exclusively to sugar. Cluster 3 neurons synapse comparatively strongly onto Fudog and
Phantom, which respond to both water and sugar in starved flies; cluster 3 neurons
also, on average, synapse more strongly onto Usnea than cluster 2 neurons. Usnea
responds exclusively to water. Thus, we conclude that cluster 2 corresponds to sugar
GRNs, consistent with their previous assignment (Engert et al., 2020), and cluster 3
corresponds to water GRNs. We speculate that cluster 1 GRNs are Ppk23-glut GRNs
(Jaeger et al., 2018) that may respond to salt, however, little is known about this
pathway, making testing this hypothesis challenging. We also examined the connectivity
of “zero-order” gustatory neurons onto cluster 2 and 3 GRNs. This clustering
corresponds strongly with the GRN to second order clustering (Supplementary Figure
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1B), verifying that these clusters reflect distinct taste modalities. As a conservative
measure, we chose to examine only those sugar GRNs that fully correspond between
the GRN to second order clustering and the zero-order to GRN clustering.

Identification of SEZ split-GAL4 neurons in the Flywire volume and computational
activation

106 cell types, out of 138, of the Sterne et al. SEZ split-GAL4 library were identified in
the Flywire volume. Two semi-independent methods were used to identify these
neurons:

In the first method, aligned JRC2018 unisex registered brains were downloaded from
https://splitgal4.janelia.org, and, where possible, single neuron multicolor Flp-out
(MCFO) imagery was used. Neurons were skeletonized in FIJI by selecting a threshold
that eliminated the background, but retained the morphology of the neuron. Neurons
were skeletonized using the “Skeletonize 2D/3D” tool, and files were saved as a .nrrd.
These .nrrd files were converted to .swc in natverse (Bates et al., 2021), and uploaded
to the Flywire gateway (https://flywiregateway.pniapps.org/upload; Dorkenwald et al.,
2022). This generated pointclouds which were used to manually identify the neuron of
interest.

In the second method, we identified the SEZ interneurons in Flywire with the aid of
NBLAST (Costa et al., 2016). The morphology of SEZ split-GAL4 interneurons from
MCFO images were provided in the dotprops format (Sterne et al., 2021), the points and
tangent vectors representing the arborization, from which the pointcloud of each neuron
was extracted. The pointcloud was transformed from the JRC2018U brain to FlyWire
brain (FAFB) using the Navis and FlyBrains libraries. To narrow down the candidate
neurons in FlyWire near the pointcloud, we assigned 1~4 3D boxes surrounding the
dense regions of the pointcloud. The neuronal segments in the boxes were queried
using the CloudVolume input/output interface of FlyWire. The skeletons of neuronal
segments were calculated and their similarities to the dotprops of the SEZ interneuron
were measured using NBLAST. The candidates with the highest NBLAST scores were
visually compared to the pointcloud in the 3D view of FlyWire for final decision.

SEZ split-GAL4 neurons were identified independently between the two methods and
sets of researchers, and only those for which there was a clear consensus were used.
All identified neurons in a cell type were activated computationally, and the resulting
MN9 firing rate was recorded.

Modeling of the antennal grooming circuit
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147 JONs of classes JO-C, JO-E, JO-F and JO-mz were previously identified and
described in the electron microscopy volume (Hampel et al., 2020). As in the feeding
initiation circuit, JONs were activated to generate 20-220 Hz firing. The firing times of all
neurons that fired in any of 30 1000 millisecond simulations was recorded, then this
data was converted into average firing per second. The top 300 firing neurons were
then activated at 50, 100, 150 and 200 Hz to determine if they could activate aDN1 or
aDN2. Each of the 147 JONs were activated, and each of the 300 top firing neurons
was silenced by eliminating all outputs of that neuron, and the activity of aDN1 or aDN2
was recorded. Each of the aBN1, aBN2, aDN1 and aDN2 were identified from their
previously described morphology (Seeds et al., 2015)

Chrimson Optogenetic activation experiments
Proboscis extension response was scored as previously described (Shiu, Sterne et al.,
2022; Mann et al., 2013). Female flies were raised on standard
cornmeal-yeast-molasses medium. 48 hr before experiments, flies were placed on
molasses food with 0.4 mM retinal. Three- to five-day-old flies were anesthetized with
carbon dioxide, mounted onto a glass slide with nail polish, and allowed to recover for 2
hr in a humidified chamber at 22°C. For optogenetic activation experiments, 153
uW/mm2 635 nm laser light was used (Laserglow). Flies were scored for whether they
extended their proboscis within a 5 s period in response to light. Experiments were
performed blind to genotype. For the screen, 10 flies per genotype were scored for any
movement of the proboscis. Split-GAL4s with any extension were scored a second time,
from a second, independent cross, specifically for extension of the rostrum, i.e., MN9
activation. If multiple split-GAL4 lines were tested, the split-GAL4 line with the highest
MN9 is displayed in Figure 2B.

GtACR1 silencing
Three-day-old female flies were raised on standard cornmeal-yeast-molasses media,
and transferred to standard food with 0.4 mM all-trans retinal for 48 hours. Flies were
anesthetized with carbon dioxide, mounted onto a glass slide with nail polish, and and
dessicated for 3 hours in a sealed chamber with ~250g CaSO4 (Drierite, stock# 23001)
at 22°C (Jourjine et al., 2016). A green laser (532 nm, LaserGlow LBS-532) was used to
acutely silence neurons using GtACR1 (Mohammad et al., 2017). Flies presented with
water three times to the proboscis, and the number of flies that extended at least once
was recorded.

Ir94e and Gr66a optogenetic activation

Experiments were performed as in the GtAcr1 experiments, except flies were exposed
to red light, rather than green light. Flies were raised on 0.4 mM retinal in standard food
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for 4 days. Flies were anesthetized with carbon dioxide, mounted onto a glass slide with
nail polish, and allowed to recover for 2 hr in a humidified chamber at 22°C. 153
uW/mm2 635 nm laser light was used (Laserglow). Flies were water satiated, then
presented with either 50 mM sucrose or 1M sucrose three times to the proboscis, and
the number of flies that extended at least once was recorded. Experiments were
performed blind to genotype.

Calcium imaging setup for Fudog and Zorro imaging

Mated female flies were dissected for calcium imaging studies 14–21 days
post-eclosion as previously described (Shiu Sterne et al., 2022; Harris et al., 2015).
Flies were briefly anesthetized with ice as they were placed in a custom plastic holder at
the cervix to isolate the head from the rest of the body. The head was then immobilized
using UV glue, and the esophagus was cut to provide unobstructed imaging access to
the SEZ. For Fudog, flies were food-deprived in a vial containing a wet kimwipe for
18–24 hr prior to imaging. Following dissection, samples were bathed in ~250 mOsmo
AHL and imaged immediately. To generate thirsty-like (pseudodessicated) Zorro flies
(Shiu, Sterne et al., 2022), following dissection, samples were bathed in ~350 mOsmo
AHL (‘high osmolality artificial hemolymph’) and allowed to rest for 1 hr prior to imaging.

Calcium imaging of Fudog and Zorro

For imaging responses to taste solutions, females of
UAS-CD8-tdTomato;20XUAS-IVS-GCaMP6s(attP5);20XUAS-IVS-GCaMP6s(VK00005)
were crossed to males for each split-GAL4 line, and female progeny without balancers
were selected for imaging. The following tastants were used: double-distilled water
(‘water’), 1 M sucrose (‘sugar’), or 10 mM denatonium plus 100 mM caffeine in 20%
polyethylene glycol (PEG) (‘bitter’). Taste solutions were delivered to the proboscis
using a glass capillary (1.0 mm OD/ 0.78 mm ID) filled with ~4 µL of taste solution and
positioned at the tip of the proboscis using a micromanipulator. Taste solutions were
drawn away from the tip of the capillary at the beginning of each imaging trial using
slight suction generated by an attached 1 mL syringe, and delivered to the proboscis at
the relevant time during imaging with light pressure applied to the syringe.

1-photon imaging of Fudog was performed as previously described (Shiu, Sterne et al.,
2022) using a 3i spinning disc confocal microscope with a piezo drive and a 20 × water
immersion objective (NA = 1.0) with a 2.5 × magnification changer. 55 frames of 8 z
sections spaced at 1 µM intervals were binned 4 × 4 and acquired at 0.8 Hz using a 488
nm laser. Taste solutions were in contact with the proboscis labellum from frame 20 to
frame 25.
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2-photon imaging of Zorro was performed as previously described (Shiu, Sterne et al.,
2022) using a Scientifica Hyperscope with resonant scanning, a piezo drive, and a 20×
water immersion objective (NA = 1.0) with 4× digital zoom. 80 stacks of 20 z sections
spaced at 2 µM intervals were acquired at 0.667 Hz using a 920 nm laser. Taste
solutions were in contact with the proboscis labellum from frame 30 to frame 40.

Functional connectivity between JON subpopulations and aBN1
This experiment required the use of two binary expression systems (GAL4/UAS and
LexA/LexAop) for driving the expression of CsChrimson and GCaMP6 in different
neurons in the same fly. For the experiment shown in Figure 5H, CsChrimson was
expressed in the JON subpopulations using LexA and spGAL4 driver lines that were
specific for either JO-CE or -F neurons. LexA and spGAL4 driver lines that were used
for expressing GCaMP6 in aBN1 (aBN1-spGAL4-1) were identified in our previous
study (Hampel et al., 2015). To identify a driver line that expresses in JO-CE neurons,
we screened through the image database described above to identify a LexA driver line,
100C03-LexA (Tirián and Dickson, 2017).

Taste-response calcium imaging analysis

For calcium imaging analysis of Supplemental Figure 1C and Supplemental Figure 3A,
image analysis was carried out in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012), CircuitCatcher (a
customized Python program by Daniel Bushey Dag et al., 2019), Python, and R. First, in
Fiji, Z stacks for each time point were maximum intensity projected and then movement
corrected using the StackReg plugin with ‘Rigid Body’ or ‘Translation’ transformation
(Thévenaz et al., 1998). Next, using CircuitCatcher, an ROI containing the neurites of
the cell type of interest was selected along with a background ROI, and average
fluorescence intensity for each ROI at each timepoint was retrieved. Then, in Python,
background subtraction was carried out for each timepoint (Ft). To calculate Finitial,
initial fluorescence intensity was calculated as the mean corrected average
fluorescence intensity from frame 9–18 (for 1-photon imaging) or frame 0–19 (for
2-photon imaging and optogenetic imaging). Finally, the following formula was used to
calculate ΔF/F: Ft-Finitial/Finitial. Area under the curve was approximated with the
trapezoidal rule in Python using the NumPy.trapz function. Area under the curve was
assessed from frames 20–25 (for 1-photon imaging).
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